
ADA DELL'AMORE

Coordinates:
address: via J. W. Goethe 10, 40128 Bologna
e-mail: dashaita@gmail.com  daedik@yandex.ru  (for mail in Russian)

Profession:
Freelance translator (RU<-> IT), (EN<->IT) and interpreter (RU<->IT)
Registered expert linguist with the Chamber of Commerce in Bologna, Italy Court interpreter and translator registered with the civil and penal courts in Bologna

Main working fields:
Law, business & contracts, investment projects, EU terminology, international commerce; engineering systems, workshop drawings.

Professional associations:
Member of AITI (Italian Translators’ and Interpreters’ Association) since 2003

languages:	
Italian (mother tongue)
Russian (proficient) active and passive
English (proficient) active and passive
French (intermediate) passive
German (intermediate) passive

Past jobs (short excerpt, only jobs/projects significantly contributing to my overall competences are shown):
In-house translator and interpreter for a Bologna company specializing in design/construction of engineering systems (HVAC, electricity, hydraulics, firefighting etc.);
Translating & interpreting for police and magistrates, Bologna; linguist expertise;
Translations for EU’s CORDIS on-line news service & “CORDIS marketplace” (via Euroscript, Luxembourg), 2000 to 2003;
Interpreting in Italy for Russian visiting groups within the framework of TACIS projects (via FORMAPER, Milan, Italy), 2000 and 2002;
Eight years as part-time linguistic assistant with a business consultancy in Bologna, main tasks: translation of laws and financing projects, interpretation;
Senior translator and interpreter for a business school in Bologna, 1990 to 1995 (Sinnea scrl, later Sinnea International scrl);
In-house literary translator (RU>IT) for Raduga publishers in Moscow, 1987 to 1989.

Formal education:
Foreign languages degree, University of Bari, Italy (Russian, French) 1980 to 1985;
Translators’ and Interpreters’ College, Bari, Italy (English, German) 1980 to 1983.

Additional training:
- Course in English to Italian legal translation, Milan, Nov. - Dec. 2004
Workshops by AITI (2000 to 2010) on 
- Glossary compilation, 
- Voice & presentation skills for interpreters, 
- Self-marketing,
- Writing & translating for the Web, 
- Financial translation.
	
IT skills:
Advanced user of office IT both for Windows and Macintosh; good awareness of security issues.



